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PERSPECTIVE
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The sound generated by body carries important information about our health status physically and 
psychologically. In the past decades, we have witnessed a plethora of successes achieved in the field of 
body sound analysis. Nevertheless, the fundamentals of this young field are still not well established. In 
particular, publicly accessible databases are rarely developed, which dramatically restrains a sustainable 
research. To this end, we are launching and continuously calling for participation from the global scientific 
community to contribute to the Voice of the Body (VoB) archive. We aim to build an open access platform 
to collect the well-established body sound databases in a well standardized way. Moreover, we hope to 
organize a series of challenges to promote the development of audio-driven methods for healthcare via 
the proposed VoB. We believe that VoB can help break the walls between different subjects toward an era 
of Medicine 4.0 enriched by audio intelligence.

Introduction
Auscultation, an important medical skill, has been serving as 
a cheap, convenient, and efficient method for more than one 
century. The early work can be traced back to the 1900s, when 
Cannon [1] studied the sound generated by the stomach and 
intestines. Besides, auscultation is always playing a crucial role 
in the diagnosis methods of the traditional Chinese medicine 
[2]. We can understand that the body sound carries the infor-
mation reflecting the status of our health status for both phys-
iology and psychology (see Fig. 1). Therefore, analysis of the 
characters inherited in the body sound can help disclose the 
conditions of the organs and/or the mind. In this era of artificial 
intelligence (AI), we can realize auscultation in a computational 
way by leveraging the power of computer audition (CA), which 
has already made and is continuously achieving a plethora of 
promising progresses in the healthcare domain [3].

On the one hand, tremendous efforts from the community 
of CA have been given to the field of digital health. In the past 
decade, it is increasingly developing the state-of-the-art tech-
nologies to enable a fast, cheap, and efficient diagnosis of diseases 
via body sound analysis. We can see the successes achieved, e.g., 
in the detection of sleep disorders [4], cardiovascular diseases 
(CVDs) [5], lung diseases [6], bowel diseases [7], musculoskel-
etal injury [8], and even the ongoing coronavirus disease 2019 
(COVID-19) pandemic [9]. On the other hand, the power and 
potential of CA in medicine are still underestimated if we com-
pare it to its main counterpart, computer vision (CV). The main 
challenges on the way to break the walls between CA and med-
ical technology are as follows: First, open accessible databases 

are severely lacking. Most of the existing studies were executed 
on privately used databases, which dramatically restrains a repro-
ducible and sustainable research in this field. The main reason 
for data scarcity is the difficult annotation process. Unlike speech 
data annotation, body sound annotation requires medical knowl-
edge and professional training. In addition, how to assure accord-
ing data privacy is another important factor that needs to be 
taken into account. The methods are thereby specifically designed 
to analyze body sounds rather than speech. Moreover, stand-
ards of data acquisition, annotation, and partition are not always 
consistent throughout the reported works. This limitation may 
impede a fair comparison between algorithms and models. 
Second, public challenges are rarely developed. We can see that 
the successful PhysioNet/CinC Challenge [10] has been con-
tinuously attracting attention to heart sound classification tasks, 
whereas its effect is limited to the CVD community. A com-
prehensive archive is the prerequisite to broaden the frontiers 
of knowledge in discovering the human body sounds in the era 
of AI-empowered Medicine 4.0.

Voice of the Body
To address the above-mentioned challenges, we are continuously 
collecting open accessible body sound databases to build a com-
prehensive archive, i.e., the voice of the body (VoB) (http://www.
vob-bit.org/). The VoB archive will be a public platform run for 
disseminating, exchanging, and inspiring brave new ideas toward 
the emerging technologies on body sound analysis. We will 
maintain this archive by the following guidance: First, any pro-
spective contributors can apply to submit their well-established 
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databases to VoB. We will examine the data quality, check the 
license, and receive the permission from the owners to publish 
the data information online. A well-written database introduc-
tory paper (may or may not be published) is appreciated. Second, 
we will provide benchmark experiments by our open source 
toolkits (e.g., openSMILE [11]) to set up the baselines. This 
benchmark work can be reproducible and comparable by any 
other database users. Third, the users who share interest in VoB 
databases can freely apply for one and/or all of the published 
databases by signing a license. They can train and tune their 
models by only using the train and development sets. After they 
submit the predicted results made by their optimized models in 
the VoB website, a response of their results on the test set will be 
automatically sent to their registered e-mail addresses. The main 
advantages of the VoB can be summarized as follows: First, to 
the best of our knowledge, VoB is the first publicly accessible 
platform that aims to collect all types of body sound data. This 
valuable archive can enhance the deep exploration of the body 
sounds by a broad community of audience who share according 
interests. Second, unlike the existing body sound databases, VoB 
will set a series of standards in data acquisition, annotation, and 
model training/testing. These standards shall assure a fair com-
parison between different algorithms/models. Third, the VoB 
platform shall—beyond providing a rich archive for data scien-
tists to develop their novel solutions—also provide a strong pro-
fessional training resource for medical training.

Outlook
First, from now on, we are calling for contributions from the 
global scientific community who share the same interests in 
body sound analysis. If you may not be familiar with AI and/
or CA, please feel free to contact us to receive help on how to 
establish a standard database. In the future, we will organize 
series of challenges at prestigious suited conferences (e.g., ISCA 
INTERSPEECH, IEEE ICASSP, and ACM Multimedia) by pre-
senting the VoB tasks. In addition, a comprehensive summary 
of the lessons learnt from the challenges and/or other contri-
butions by using the VoB databases will be published.

Then, for deep learning methods, models are always “hungry 
for data.” However, data scarcity is an ever-lasting difficulty in 

almost all the subfields of digital health. In particular, assuring 
any accurate annotation of the body sound needs tremendous 
experts’ knowledge, which renders the annotation work expen-
sive and time-consuming. Therefore, seeking for solutions on 
fully exploiting the information from a large amount of unla-
beled data is important.

Furthermore, explainability is a crucial factor that should 
never be ignored when building an AI system in the healthcare 
scenario. Nevertheless, the state-of-the-art works on body sound 
analysis are insufficient in building up explainable AI systems. 
This limitation not only hampers the acceptance of the promising 
results from an ethical perspective but also restrains the progress 
of the algorithms/models. We hope that the VoB archive can 
reach milestone contributions toward reaching an explainable 
AI (XAI) in exploring the secrets of the body sound.

Last but not least, it is reasonable to think that body sound 
can be a novel digital phenotype for measuring the physical sta-
tus of our body. In fact, the existing studies have already demon-
strated the potential. But how could the body sound reflect our 
mental health status? For instance, the “brain–gut interactions” 
are related to the presence of anxiety or depression [12]. A related 
problem that needs to be answered is if a bowel sound could be 
a good indicator for us to understand the status of our mind?
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Fig. 1. An overview of the body sound analysis. Speech data are studied widely for 
measuring the human health status, whereas the body sound data are not thoroughly 
studied for healthcare applications. The different characteristics of various body 
sounds can be summarized as follows: First, the vibration mechanism is unique 
between each kind of body sound. Second, the acoustic features (e.g., the main energy 
distribution of the spectrum) are varied. These body sounds can be collected via the 
prevalent microphone equipment and/or wearable devices. The sounds generated 
by our human body can reveal the health status in both physical and mental terms.
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